TODAY'S DATA CENTER NEEDS TUANGRU.

NEXT-GEN DATA CENTER MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

For More Information:
(866) 787-3271
Sales@PTSdc.com
Welcome to the Next Generation in Data Center Management Software.

Today’s data center must scale, be agile and proactively cut costs to survive in the new era of big data, cloud, mobile and social. Tuangru is a Data Center Management (DCM) platform that allows operators to procure, deploy, monitor and measure data center technologies through their web browser.

"Solid asset tracking and management functions, including a robust auto-discovery feature, that could be integrated with Tuangru’s procurement system and extended into automated change and workflow management."

JEFFREY FIDACARO, ANALYST | 451 RESEARCH

Auto-Discovery
RAMP DCIM’s agentless, Auto-Discovery collects detailed device-specific data at the VM, IT and facility layers. This includes virtual machines, servers, storage, network, UPS, distributed power and environmental.

Software & OS Management
Track and aggregate the applications and the associated OS running on both physical and virtual machines. This allows you to manage software licenses and product versions, among other tasks.

Asset Management
Fully automated IT asset management eliminates the pain of manual data collection. RAMP DCIM speaks multiple communication protocols like SNMP, IPMI and iLO to gather and correlate every asset detail. It also uses a sophisticated analytics engine to determine the relationship between devices.

Auto-Change Management
RAMP DCIM recognizes changes to your hardware configurations, software, virtual machines, network cables and much more. It automatically captures changes that aren’t logged and verifies their accuracy.

Real-Time Monitoring
Monitor everything from server CPU, disk drive usage, power and temperature—to power from the device to the utility. You can also monitor cooling devices and wired and wireless environmental sensors, and receive customizable alerts.

Capacity Planning
Track and aggregate the applications and associated OS running on both physical and virtual machines. This allows you to manage software licenses and product versions, among other tasks.

Seamless Integration
RAMP DCIM integrates with thousands of data center devices and other management systems. It supports IPMI, iLO, iDRAC, SSH, SNMP (v1, v2, and v3), Modbus, BACnet, WMI, WBEM, and vCenter – without having to purchase additional modules or link with other products.

Affordably Priced
Priced at just $1/asset/month, RAMP DCIM is very affordable yet packs a big punch. Pay only for the assets you want to monitor—virtual machines, servers and facilities equipment. Sign up for 1,000 assets or more and we’ll waive the setup fee.